
Through specialisation and innovation, dependability and 
dedication, we are developing tomorrow’s technology.

DEK Technologies



DEK Story
DEK Technologies delivers cutting edge solutions 
across a diverse range of high technology sectors.

Established in Melbourne, Australia in 1999, DEK Technologies has grown into a global 
enterprise with over 300 employees located in offices in Australia, Sweden, Italy and 
Vietnam. DEK Technologies is an engineering company that has extensive experience 
in software systems, telecom and data- communication, embedded systems, real-time 
solutions, ASIC/FPGA development and hardware design.

DEK Technologies has proven experience in all aspects of end-to-end product 
development. With the DEK business model, capabilities and wide-range of 
competence acquired in multiple countries, DEK Technologies can successfully deliver 
innovative and cost-effective solutions across the globe.

DEK Technologies is responsive 
and cost-effective, client-focused 
and innovative. 

DEK Technologies is committed to a 
comprehensive Quality Management 
System. The DEK Technologies Quality 
Management System complies with the 
ISO 9001 standard.  Certification was 
first awarded in August 2006 and is 
actively maintained.

In September 2004, Ericsson Corporate and 
DEK Technologies signed an official Supplier 
Agreement, enabling DEK Technologies to 
supply research and development services to 
Ericsson globally. This agreement has enhanced 
our abilty to undertake larger and more 
complex  projects.





More Than Just Services
Your dependable global partner

With offices situated in key locations and the ability to work across many different cultures and 
time zones, DEK Technologies delivers a wide range of software and hardware development 
services to many companies across the globe. 

With a focus on building strong, collaborative relationships with clients, DEK Technologies has 
earned a solid reputation of exceeding client’s expectations, delivering quality and dependable 
results time and time again. With proven experience in all aspects of end-to-end product 
development, from initial design concept through to implementation, verification, delivery and 
customer field support, DEK Technologies provides sustainable and innovative solutions. 

Our services are designed to fit in with customers preferred ways of working.

Time-and-material or 
fixed-price basis

Small or large 
assignments 

Local and 
International locations

On-site/ Off-site 
placements

DEK Technologies places high value on 
long-term relationships and providing 
the right services for each customer 

System  
Engineers

Software  
Engineers

Embedded Software 
Engineers

Hardware  
Engineers 

Test and Verification 
Engineers

Customer Support 
Engineers

Project 
Organisation



DEK Business Model
The DEK Technologies business model creates 
distributed teams to deliver high value at a lower cost. 

Our business model uses a mix of engineers from our Australian, Vietnamese, Swedish and 
Italian offices to deliver high value while remaining cost competitive. By leveraging the benefits 
from each location, our multi-cultural and highly competent teams can respond faster to 
changing customer requirements.

Depending on the project at hand, the distribution of the team members can vary based on 
assignment complexity, level of skills required and location. We can confidently embed our people 
within existing project organisations or take full responsibility for the entire end-to-end solution. 
With a strong product management culture, DEK Technologies can fully coordinate and handle all 
processes ensuring the success of every project. 

DEK Technologies successfully delivers 
solutions across different work cultures, 
languages and time-zones 



Capabilities

System
System Design and Technical Coordination

n High level system architectural design

n System and feasibility studies

n Requirements analysis and cost estimation

n Technical coordination and resolution  

of technical issues

n Project audits

Software
Software Development

n Functional software design

n Fault-tolerant, mission-critical software systems

n Design for Test (debug, trace)

n Programing Languages: C, C++, Erlang, Java, C#, 
PLEX and others

n Script Languages: Python, Perl, Unix Shell, Jscript, 
PHP and others

n Operating Systems: Solaris, Linux, Windows

n Technology: OpenStack, Virtualisation (KVM, 
VirtualBox, XEN, LXC), Database (Oracle, SQL, 
MySQL), Middleware, Mobile Applications

Embedded Software Development

n Micro-processor programming

n DSP design and programming

n Experience with multi-core processors

n OS: Linux, OSE, Symbian, VxWorks, openRTOS, 
OpenWrt, Android, iOS, and others

n Design for Test (manufacturing test, debug, IPMI)

DEK Technologies has developed a wide range 
of capabilities and expertise to help clients take 
products from concepts to reality.



Hardware
Circuit board design:

n High speed board design and schematic entry

n Hardware partitioning

n Signal integrity and EMC analysis

n Power estimation and simulation

n Printed circuit board layout for critical  
high speed designs

n Component and vendor selection

ASIC/FPGA design:

n Chip architecture and partitioning

n RTL design (verilog and vhdl)

n RTL functional and timing simulation

n Chip and system level simulation

n Behavioural modelling

n Synthesis and timing analysis

n Place and route

Verification
n Software and Hardware testing

n Comprehensive test planning and execution

n Manual and automatic test case generation

n Model Based Testing (MBT)

n Stress testing

n System and Function testing

n Test tool development

n Code coverage

n Memory leakage testing 

Product Maintenance  
and Support
n Fault report handling

n Rapid problem solving and solution delivery

n Field support including 24x7 support

Agile
n Coaching and external training

n Continuous improvement of Mindset  
Maturity and Practices Compliance

n Focus on establishing long living, cross  
functional teams

n Feature Product Owners

n Mix of co-located and geographically  
distributed teams

n Scrum and Kanban 

Project Management
n PMP accredited project managers

n Scheduling and resource allocation

n Risk analysis

n Project steering and reporting

n Cost control

n Quality control and reporting

n Off-shore coordination activities

Our competitive advantage is our flexible 
ways of working combined with our highly 
skilled teams and many years’ experience



Sample Projects

Blade Server for Telecoms

DEK Technologies played a key role while working with a major global company 

in developing an ultra-high capacity Blade Server system that is used by a 

number of the world’s largest telecommunications operators. This multi-

year, international project utilised our deep competence in high availability, 

fault tolerant systems design and implementation. The end product is a 

highly scalable and modular system that has achieved worldclass in-service 

performance.

Electric Actuator for Oil & Gas Industry

DEK Technologies worked as part of a team to develop a family of electric 

actuators to be used in subsea oil and gas processing. Operating at depths of up 

to 3000m below sea level, these electric actuators share common electronics 

and meet at least SIL Level 3 with fully redundant control units.

Intelligent Traffic Systems

DEK Technologies developed a next generation sign controller for an  

Australian government organisation to implement an improved School Zone 

Alert System. These next generation sign controllers communicate via 3G  

and satellite and allow for full remote monitoring and control. Over 3500  

units have been deployed.



Radiation Detection System

DEK Technologies played a key role in developing and improving a Gamma Ray 

Spectroscopy system. Accurate, real time measurement of radiation can be utilized in a 

number of industries (medical, defence, security and mining). 

EasyTouch Gate Access Control

DEK Technologies developed EasyTouch for access control applications such as 

airport passenger gates. EasyTouch consists of a smart RFID card reader with touch 

screen display that communicates with a central access control system. EasyTouch 

is installed in all 200 passenger gates at the “Leonardo Da Vinci” (Fiumicino) 

International Airport in Rome. Although EasyTouch is customized for the airport, it is 

easily configurable for other applications.

Energy Monitoring and Geothermal Energy

DEK Technologies has developed an interconnected energy management platform 

for the Internet-Of-Things world. Based on cloud computing, it is a unique platform 

for monitoring and controlling energy usage for a range of commercial and residential 

applications. The key customer benefits include reduced energy operating costs and 

lower environmental impacts. It has been installed in a number of sites – including a 

large system at an Italian airport, schools and government buildings.

• Sweden
• Ireland

• USA
• Germany• Czech Republic
• Italy

• Russia

• India

• Singapore

• Australia

• Vietnam

•

•

•

Norway •

• Projects and Studies     • Corporate Offices

Projects and studies have been 
undertaken in the following countries:



DEK Technologies started the DEK 
Foundation with the aim to make a 
positive difference to people within the 
communities in which we live and work.

DEK Foundation

Over the years, the DEK Foundation has partnered with several Australian and overseas 

organisations to provide sustainable, fair and equitable solutions that address the causes and 

symptoms of the poor and underprivileged.

With a focus on children, we support programs for the uneducated and poor by helping 

improve community child care facilities, providing tutorship opportunities and funding 

research/training for leading medical institutes. We fund surgical transplant procedures such 

as heart surgeries for children hoping to provide them with a brighter future and lifelong 

improvements. We also provide donations to natural disaster victims and support multiple 

cancer research charities. 

With a company culture of integrity, we make sure that 100% of our funding goes directly to 

those in need through active involvement across the entire process.   

“The engagement of our people around the world is what makes us different.  
We are passionate about making a positive impact in the regions in which we live and work.”  
Drini Mulla, Chief Executive Officer

The DEK Foundation was started by the 
company’s directors and staff as a response 
to witnessing the struggles of the poor and 
disadvantaged in our communities.



Developing Tomorrow’s 
Technology
 
 
DEK Technologies has more than 15 years of rich industry experience with a global 
presence spanning multiple continents. With our low cost solution and highly flexible 
services our offering is unique and competitive. DEK Technologies provides more than just 
services. We understand the importance of establishing long term relationships with our 
clients. We like to create partnerships rather than pure business transactions.

DEK Technologies’ track record has therefore earned recognition from the world’s leading 
high technology companies and government organisations—a strong endorsement of the 
company’s proven ability to deliver dependable, cost-effective results.

Key benefits of working with us

Cost-effective 
business model

Highly 
competent 

engineering 
capability

Global presence 
with projects 

that span 
multiple 

 time zones 

Culture of 
integrity

Proven track 
record



Contact

www.dektech.com.au

Australia (Head Office)

Cnr Riggall St and Maldon St 

Broadmeadows VIC 3047 

Melbourne 

Australia

Phone +61 3 9309 1808 

Email info@dektech.com.au 

Vietnam

121/137 Le Loi Street  

Ben Thanh Ward, District 1 

Ho Chi Minh City 

Vietnam

Phone +84 8 629 291 30 

Email info-vn@dektech.com.au

Italy

Via dei Castelli Romani 22 

00040 Pomezia,  

Rome 

Italy

Phone +39 06 9138 5846 

Email info-it@dektech.com.au 

Sweden

Isafjordsgatan 15 

164 40 Kista,  

Stockholm 

Sweden

Phone +46 8 751 65 00 

Email info-se@dektech.com.au

 

 


